Cubic phases of lipid-containing systems. The structure of phase Q223 (space group Pm3n). An X-ray scattering study.
The hexagonal (H) and the cubic (Q223) phases of the systems dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride-water and palmitoyllysophosphatidy choline-water have been studied by X-ray scattering techniques. The signs of the reflections of phase H were determined by a systematic study as a function of the water content, those of phase Q223 were assessed using a pattern recognition approach based upon the axiom that the histograms of the electron density maps of phases Q223 and H, extrapolated to the same concentration and properly normalized in scale and shape, are very similar to each other. In the case of phase Q223, all the sign combinations (the phi-sets) compatible with the observed reflections were generated, and each of the corresponding histograms was compared with the histogram of the map of phase H. One novelty of this work is the use of a highly sensitive criterion to estimate the similarity of the histograms, namely the distance in the six-dimensional space of the moments [mean value of (delta rho)n]1/n, for 3 greater than or equal to n greater than or equal to 8. In the two systems, the use of this criterion has led to the unambiguous choice of one electron density map. The maps show that the structure of phase Q223 consists of disjointed micelles (of type I), belonging to two different classes: those of one class are quasi-spherical in shape and are centered at the points a, those of the other class are disc-shaped and are centred at the points c. The results of this work rule out a structure formed by a cage-like distribution of rods enclosing a set of quasi-spherical micelles and is consistent with previous proposals. This is the second example, after that of phase Q227, of a micellar cubic phases in lipid-containing systems; all the known examples of phase Q223 are of type I, those of phase Q227 of type II.